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ABSTRACT 
Re-use of digital resources is an important issue in e-Learning 
scenarios, because only intensive re-use can make e-Learning 
cost efficient. Besides reusing whole courses, authors often 
desire to re-use fine grained parts of courses for creating new 
Learning Resources. The granularity which appears to be most 
promising for this kind of re-use is the level of information 
objects. Information objects each have a dedicated didactic 
function; a set of information objects with different didactic 
functions are combined into Learning Objects. This paper 
analyzes how didactic functions of existing information objects 
can be automatically classified using machine learning 
technology. The results of such classification methods on a set 
of Learning Resources from medical science are discussed. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.). I [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis 
and Indexing - Indexing mrihods 

K.3.1 [Computers and Education]: Computer Uses in 
Education - Disinnce Leaming 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Measurement 

Keywords 
E-Learning, Didactic Classification, Learning Object, 
Information Object, Metadata 

1. INTRODUCTION 
E-Learning ancl especially Web-Based Trainings (WBT) have 
become an important instrument for improving efficiency in 
some leming scenarios. WBTs provide the possibility to learn 
anywhere and anytime the learner wishes. Companies can save 
money by providing WBTs to their employees instead of 
sending them to external training courses. A common 
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interchange format for WBTs is the Sharable Content Object 
Reference Model (SCORM) [I]. 

But the efficiency of such e-Learning activities depends on the 
costs of the necessaiy materials. High-quality educational 
resources can require iip to several thousand Euros per learning 
hour. The production costs can be significantly reduced if 
existing materials are re-used as building blocks for the new 
content. However, there is a granularity paradox in re-use: 
Producing large units (e.g. whole courses) provides the best 
usability in the first place, but decreases the probability that this 
large unit be re-used in another context. Small modular content 
would be best for re-use but is less suited for the original 
learning context. 

E-Learning courses are commonly hierarchically stmctured, 
consisting of multiple granularity levels. Hence there is a chance 
that some parts of a Course at a finer granularity could also be 
re-used in otber courses. The granularity level that is most 
promising for re-use is the level of so called informahon objects. 
Information objects are small elements (typically one or a few 
screen pages) that each have a dedicated didactic function, such 
as an overview, a theorem. an example or a test. A large number 
of possible didactic functions are described by Meder's didactic 
ontologies [2]. Multiple information objects are aggregated to 
form a learning object, which is suited to achieve a particular 
educational objective. 

Reusing an information object requires that it can first be found. 
An author should be able to search selectively for particular 
types of information objects. Hence it is necessary that each 
information object is labeled with its didactic function type. 
Unfortunately, authors tend to maintain metadata very sparsely; 
didactic function types are rarely available. Automatic metadata 
generation is an umbrella term for different methods to 
automatically create missing metadata, e.g. by means of machine 
learning technology. Up to now, classification of didactic 
functions has not been addressed by existing metadata 
generation methods. 

This paper presents recent work concerning automatic 
classification of the didactic functions of information objects. 
The requirements for performing such a classification task using 
machine learning technology are analyzed in Section 2. Section 
3 presents the setup of our classification system and Section 4 
discusses the achieved experimental results. An outlook for 
future work on didactical classification is given in Section 5. 



2. CLASSIFICATION AND FEATURES 
Classification is the task of assigning objects to predefined 
categories. Many researchers have studied how classification 
can be performed automatically by Computers. Most automatic 
classification approaches are found in the area of machjne 
learning [5] .  Machine learning describes all algorithms that 
learn behavior (e.g. how to classify an object) based on training 
information [4]. Typical methods are: siipport vector machines 
(SVM), decision tree learners, Bayes classifiers or artificial 
neural networks. All these machine learning algorithms have in 
common !hat they need a training Corpus of objects with known 
category membership. After a training phase new objects can be 
classified as well. Classifiers do not take complete objects as 
input but require mapping the objects to a Set of features. 
Typical features of text documents, for example, could be 
occurring words; but other attributes. such as document size or 
average length of sentences are also imaginable. In the case of 
multimedia content (e.g. images or videos), more sophisticated 
features are needed - for iiistance color histograms, thickness of 
lines or detected objects. 

Many classification Systems for text-based documents rely solely 
on textual features. Textual features can be divided into simple 
statistical information (such as word occurrences) and natural 
language analysis. Examples of the latter would be lexical 
chains. word sense disambiguation or grammatical mood. 

Classification of information objects is comparable to the task of 
genre detection [7] - both classify not the subject but rather 
another dimension of the dociiment. Hence, using only textual 
features overrates the subject dirnension of a document. For 
didactic classification additional feahires are potentially useful. 
Besides textual features, Web Based Trainings also contain 
multimedia aspects, which are likely to differ between different 
didactic fiinctions. For instance, the presence of interactive 
media, such as flash animations or usage of scripting languages 
(JavaScript) could be an indicator for assessments or 
demonstrations, whereas they are less likely to appear in other 
information object types. 

Several possible features have been identified for the intended 
classification task. They have been categorized into linguistic 
features, recurring structural Patterns and hypertext features. 

Linguistic features could bc the total text length, occurrence of 
key terms, headlines and sentence types. Recurring stmctural 
Patterns are the position of an information object within the tree 
structure of a SCORM package or Special knowledge about 
Patterns in other courses from the same author or authoring tool. 
Hypertext features are stmctural sirnilarity of HTML documents, 
referenced style sheets, in-link analysis and embedding of 
interactive media contenis or scripts. 

3. EXPERIMENT SETUP 
An experiment was sei up to evaluate whether multimedia 
features can be used for classification of didactic functions. E- 
Learning courses from two sources have been used. One source 
was the kMed project, which is a joint project of several medical 
university chairs in Germany that has produced courses for 
medical students [6]. Other samples were taken from the 
Content Sharing project [3]. Thus, the samples have been 
created from two different authoring environments and by 
multiple authors. The sample courses have been split into 

information objects. In total, 166 information objects were used 
for training and 207 samples for performance measurement. 

Each information object was manually labeled with its didactic 
fiinction. The available didactic function types were taken from 
Meder's didactic ontologies [2 ] .  According to the didactic 
ontologies, the function types are hierarchically ordered on three 
levels of detail. The first level of detail differentiates between 
receptive knowledge types and interactive assessments. 
Receptive knowledge types are further subdivided into source 
knowledge. orientation knowledge (facts or overview), 
explanation knowledge (what-explanation or example) and 
action knowledge (checklist or principle). Interactive 
assessments are either multiple choice tests or assignment tests. 

For the implementation of the classification task the free 
classificatioii framework weka [8] was used. Four different 
classifiers were evaluated: a Bayes network classifier (Bayes), a 
support vector machine (SVM), a riile based learner (JRip) and a 
decision tree learner (C4.5). Human judgment was chosen as the 
baseline for comparing the automatic classifiers against. Six 
people were asked to manually classify the given samples. 

Nine different features were selected for the expenment. These 
featiires take into account not the pure text but rather multimedia 
aspects. Furthennore, most of the features are independent of the 
particular Course language. The only textual feature is the 
headline keyword class. For this feature, particular decisive 
words that may occur in a headline are mapped to one of a set of 
keyword classes. The features are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Selected features for classification. 

The didactic ontology has three levels of detail. The 
performance of a classifier can be measured for each of the 
levels. Furthermore, it is also possible to classify hierarchically. 
A firsi classifier decides only which top-level category an 
information object belongs to, the second classifier decides at 
the middle level and a third classifier categorizes only on the 
highest level of detail. Each classifier uses the result of the 
previous classifier as additional feature of the object being 
classified. The experimental setup was arranged to allow both 
flat and hierarchical classification. 
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Hierarchical classification was tested at the highest level o f  
detail having the category from tlie second level available as 
known input. First, all features were used. Afterwards, only the 
features WORD-COUNTER, CONTAINS-LIST, 
HEADLINE-KW and CLASS2 (known second-level category) 
were selected for determining the third level o f  detail. 

This time, the Bayes network showed the best performance both 
for all features and for just the selected features. In both cases aii 
accuracy o f  70 % has been reached. 

AI1 the above measurements were performed usiiig single-labe1 
classification. However, the human judgment demonstrates that 
information objects often can not be clearly assigned to a single 
category. Assigning an object to more than one category is 
called multi-label classification. 

Multi-label classification requires different approaches for both 
the classification algorithm and the performance measurement 
[9].  A cominoii approach for multi-labe1 classification is to 
employ classifiers, which calciilate probabilities for each class, 
such as Bayesian networks. All categories are ranked according 
to the probability that a given object belongs to tliat category. A 
niimber o f  categories is then chosen using a few strategies. 
Three different selection strategies were evaluated: seco~trl-besr, 
p-rario and p-differente: second-best selects both the best 
category and also the second best category. as long as its 
probability is above a certain threshold; p-ratio selects all 
categories above a threshold relative to the best result; and p- 
differente selects all categories whose probability is not more 
thaii p worse than the best inatch. 

Multi-labe1 classification was applied as a final experiment on 
the second level o f  detail to iiicrease the recall values at the 
expeiise o f  precision. The best selection strategies, second-best 
and p-rotio, achieved an accuracy rate o f  85 8, with macro- 
average precision decreasing to 50.5 % (inicro-average: 49.5 %). 
If the classification result is used only for searchiiig, the multi- 
labe1 approach is a reasoiiable approach: the higher recall value 
implies that more than four-fifth o f  all inforination objects can 
correctly be found by their didactic functioii, whereas the lower 
precision only adds some inaccurate objects to the result list. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
Re-use o f  e-Learning resources for authoring new contents is 
often desired at the granularity level o f  so called information 
objects. In contrast to larger units, these information objects 
have dedicated didactical functions. Current automatic metadata 
generation methods are not able to classify an informatioii object 
according to its didactic function. 

This paper has made a contribution towards didactical 
classification o f  information objects using machine learning 
technology. First, different types o f  features, which might be 
relevant for this task, have been identified. Then a series o f  
experiments have been presented, where, in particular, 
multimedia features - such as markuo or embedded interactive 
contents - have been used for automatic classificatioii. 

According to the chosen categories from a didactic ontology, the 
classification performance has been evaluated at different levels 
o f  detail. ~hecoarsest level o f  detail only differentiates between 
receptive knowledge types and interactive assessments. At this 
level a classification accuracy o f  100 % could be achieved. 

However, this performance was partially due to the special 
characteristics o f  the evaluated data sets. 

On finer levels o f  detail the accuracy decreased. On the second 
level o f  detail the accuracy amounted to about 61 %. On the 
third and finest level o f  detail oiily 45 % accuracy could be 
achieved. This value could be raised to 70 % by applying 
hierarchical classification. 

Besides the single-labe1 classificatioii. multi-labe1 classification 
has been identified as an alternative to improve the retrieval o f  
information objects. The evaluated multi-label classification 
methods provide more than one category assignment for some o f  
the inforination objects. This leads to improved recall values at 
the expense o f  lower precision values. Using this method, 
accuracy rase to 85 % at the second level o f  detail. 

These experiments have proved that automatic didactic 
classification o f  informatioii objects is possible and that 
multimedia features - especially markup information - are 
suitable. However, the performance requires significant 
improvement for use in practical applications. This might be 
achieved by taking into account further types o f  features. Two 
types o f  features, which were not used in the discussed 
experiments, appear to be especially promising. The first 
additional feature type is the position o f  an informatioii object 
within the learning object or Course it belongs 10. An argument 
for using the position as a feature is that the arrangeinent o f  
information objects is often influenced by an author's inteiided 
learning strategy. The second promising feature type is linguistic 
information; the style o f  speech o f  didactic texts varies 
depending on the panicular didactic intention. Thus, linguistic 
features may complement the feature set to achieve a higher 
performance. 
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